
44 Argyle St.
Toronto, ON M6J 1N6
benj.hellie@gmail.com

December 15, 2016

Dima Cook
FGMDA Architects

Dear Ms. Cook,

This letter pertains to the draft recommendations of the Heritage Study for West
Queen West (WQW: Queen Street West, Roncesvalles–Bathurst), as presented at
the public meeting of 29 November 2016. After a paragraph of stage-setting and
another of pro forma reaffirmation of submissions from higher bodies in which I
am involved (the West Side Community Council and Ossington Community Asso-
ciation), I offer some discussion in propria persona.

I write in my own capacity, as a homeowner and resident in the near neighbourhood
of WQW (and specifically of the Shaw–Dufferin segment: my house is one half
block from the midpoint of the ‘Ossington Strip’); as a frequent user (I typically
walk the dog for 90–120 minutes a day) of the street, laneway, and park network
radiating from my house, with particularly heavy use of WQW from Dufferin to
Bathurst; as a member of the Ossington Community Association (OCA; I am a
charter member, board member, and officer, of the OCA, and a director of the Os-
sington Community Association corporation, though I do not write in an official ca-
pacity); and as a local historian (my On the Ossington Strip (bit.ly/theossingtonstrip),
an adaptation into a book format the OCA’s nomination of the Ossington Strip
HCD, has provided the theoretical basis of discussions of the area in the New York
Times and a recent ‘Heritage Impact Assessment’ by the planning firm REA).

I have read the OCA letter in regard to the WQW HCD draft recommendations
(as well as the WSCC letter, the judgments of which the OCA letter incorporates),
and wish to affirm them as conforming to my opinion as a member of the OCA. In
particular, I reaffirm the OCA’s reaffirmation of the WSCC’s central conclusions.
To reiterate: (1) in opposition to the draft recommendation to designate alternating
segments of WQW; in doubt that significant stretches of WQW fail to express
their heritage attributes; and in grave concern about the likely consequences of
refusal to designate. And (2) in affirmation of the superior historical adequacy



of the WSCC’s proposed segmentation of WQW into Areas of Special Identity
over the draft recommendation; in belief that apparent lack of integrity in the draft
recommendation segments is due to their artificiality; in belief that the WSCC
ASIs have due ‘integrity’ for Part V designation; and in affirmation of the WSCC’s
proposed approach to Part V designation of these ASIs. Finally, I reaffirm the
OCA’s specific recommendations regarding its Regions of Peculiar Interest.

Now to some more personal remarks. First, as an amateur historian, I was bemused
by the draft recommendation’s appeal to Shaw Street as a segment-boundary. It is
not one: Trinity College and the PLA were founded more-or-less simultaneously
in 1850, and out of the same spirit; the structure of the neighbourhood north of
Queen was settled by the mid-1880s, when the PLA lands ran still to Massey. By
way of contrast, there is genuine reality to the image of a neighbourhood on the far
side of Garrison Creek, radiating to the north and east from the 1861 terminus of
Toronto’s first streetcar at the Queen–Ossington intersection, with Trinity and the
PLA as elite institutions, in tension with with the mundane and bloody dealings
of the town–country interface. In this image, the most fundamental boundary is
the creek, the separation of this neighbourhood from the city proper: layered atop
this are the various more superficial boundaries of the government lands and Park
Lots—not to be denied, but to be recognized at levels proportional to their historical
importance.

To be sure, Shaw may superficially look like a boundary: the deaccession of the
PLA lands came to an end at Shaw in the late 1880s; after 35 years, the facing
stretch of Shaw south of Queen was finally graced by an approximation of a street-
wall; and now 90 years on, it is the contrast between institution and neighbourhood
that pops out at us. Obviously also, it would arouse tremendous ire to exclude
Trinity-Bellwoods Park, so drawing the boundary to its west is convenient. Pre-
sumably the point of an HCD, though, is not self-congratulatory valorization of
our off-the-cuff historical guesses, but rather to conserve the genuine districts in
which cultural heritage persists; and needless to say, gerrymandering contempo-
rary sacred cows together with regions to be conserved for unrelated reasons while
severing them from the regions which give them genuine context, does only vio-
lence to such conservation.

Second, Julie Lasky of the New York Times, the author of the much-discussed ‘Four
square blocks’ article on Ossington, told me that in her quest for Toronto’s ‘design
district’, she was sent to Corktown. Finding it boring and corporate, she went up
to Queen Street and started walking west: arriving at Ossington, she was struck
by its total idiosyncrasy, and decided to make it her base of operations. This is
exactly right: the Queen–Ossington intersection is one of the most interesting,
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oddball places in Toronto; and (for reasons I detail in On the Ossington Strip)
this peculiarity can be traced directly to the circumstances of its founding, and in
particular to the conflictual brew coalescing when elite institutions are mixed with
a town-country interface in a concentrated, semi-isolated area.

To my mind, this brew pervades the entire neighbourhood, and should ideally
be celebrated by bringing together, in a unified HCD, the segment of Queen in
Park Lots 22–26, Ossington from Queen to Dundas, and the segment of Dundas
in Park Lots 23–25 (and perhaps various regions of the hinterlands—particularly
the Givins Quarter, discussed further below). Either way, I want to scold the city
for its indifferent handling of this amazing intersection: by now, three of the four
corners are occupied by banal buildings, though fortunately two of them are cheap
enough to perhaps be replaced at some point. But the fire-house clock-tower is a
structure without parallel in Toronto, and has the makings of a real emblem of this
historic place: I hope that its conservation and celebration (and the rehabilitation
of this intersection more generally) will be a primary goal of the HCD regime for
WQW.

Third, it is imperative to understand the segments of Queen, three blocks to the west
and two blocks to the east of Ossington, for their contrasts brilliantly record the
conflicts inherent in the neighbourhood’s early days. Out of a remarkable accident
of history, Park Lot 24 (to the east of Ossington) was deeded in 1799 to a rebellious,
francophone navy captain who soon resigned his command and, impecunous, sold
off first the bottom of the lot (below Bruce Street) to various smallholders, and
then in 1802 the remainder to the techocratic administrator Givins. The bottom
of the lot became the ‘Givins Quarter’, the only part of Toronto’s West End never
owned by a member of the establishment. By contrast, Park Lots 25 and 26 (to the
west of Ossington) were among those owned by the self-consciously aristocratic
Denisons, famous for whipping impertinent workers. The streets to the west of
Ossington were developed in a more baronial manner, by fiat. This contrast can be
felt today, in the spirit of the residential streets, and also on the segments of Queen
Street below them.

I have become increasingly convinced that the Givins Quarter is a very special
little corner of Toronto (full disclosure: I live a block-and-a-half from the Givins
Quarter), and express here my great hopes that the HCD regime for WQW will be
drawn up in such a way to make its conservation a high priority (the WSCC letter
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contains some suggestions along these lines).

Sincerely yours,

Benj Hellie

Recording Secretary
Ossington Community Association

Associate Professor of Philosophy
University of Toronto
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